-I--I can't turn invisible fast enough!! How can we stop this creature, Torch?

Just wait and see, sister! The Fantastic Four have only begun to fight!

The three of you can't do it alone! It's time for The Thing to take a hand!

It'll take more than ropes to keep Mister Fantastic out of action!
THE FANTASTIC FOUR!

With the sudden fury of a thunderbolt, a flare is shot into the sky over Central City! Three awesome words take form as if by magic, and a legend is born:

Look! In the sky--what in blazes does it mean? I dunno, but the crowds are gettin' panic!

Rumors are flyin' about an alien invasion!

Above all the hubbub and excitement, one strange figure holds a still-smoking flare gun! One strange man who is somehow more than just a man--for he is the leader of... the Fantastic Four!

It is the first time I have found it necessary to give the signal. I pray it will be the last!
In another part of town, Susan Storm is having tea with a society friend. When she hears the ominous words...

Susan... look! Those words in the sky! What do they mean?

So it has happened at last! I must be true to my vow!

There can be no turning back!

Susan!! She--she's gone! But where? How?

It is time for the world to meet... the Invisible Girl!

Hey! What's goin' on?

Some--something rushed past me! Something unseen!

Stand aside! I have no time to lose!

It--it's a ghost!

Just what I need... an empty cab!

Boy, what a dull day!

I might as well cruise around until I pick me up a fare!

Thank you! I will get out here!

Huh?!! Wait--who said that?? Wha--??

Okay...
DON'T JUST SIT THERE GAPING, MAN! TAKE YOUR MONEY!

I--I'M HEARIN' THINGS/SEEIN' THINGS! OR--OR NOT SEEIN' THEM!!

GANGWAY! I'M GETTIN' OUT OF HERE!

IT WORKS! I REALLY AM INVISIBLE! COMPLETELY, TOTALLY INVISIBLE! THERE CAN BE NO DOUBT! NOW, ALL THAT REMAINS IS... MY MISSION!

BUT LET US LEAVE THE AMAZING INVISIBLE GIRL AND TURN OUR ATTENTION TO A MEN'S CLOTHING STORE, IN ANOTHER PART OF TOWN...

I'M SORRY, MISTER, I JUST DON'T CARRY ANYTHING BIG ENOUGH TO FIT A MAN YOUR SIZE.

LOOK! OUT THE WINDOW IN THE SKY!

BAH! EVERYWHERE IT IS THE SAME! I LIVE IN A WORLD TOO SMALL FOR ME.

THOSE WORDS... "THE FANTASTIC FOUR"!

WHAT CAN THEY MEAN?

SO! THE TIME HAS COME.

WAIT, DON'T BOTHER TAKING OFF YOUR COAT, I TOLD YOU WE HAVEN'T ANYTHING IN YOUR SIZE...

YOUR--YOUR--SIZE...

OH NO...

WHAT A RELIEF TO GET RID OF THOSE TIGHT RAGS!
WHY MUST THEY BUILD DOORWAYS SO NARROW?

HOLY SMOKE!! A--A--MONSTER!

PETE, LOOK! WHAT'S THAT?

I DUNNO... BUT IAIN'T TAKIN' ANY CHANCES WITH IT!

HALT!! HALT OR I'LL SHOOT!! OKAY, I WARNED YOU!

HIS FIRST SHOT MISSED BECAUSE HE WAS SO NERVOUS! BUT HE'LL NOT GET ANOTHER CHANCE!

DID YOU SEE THAT?

HE RIPPED THE MANHOLE COVER OUT OF THE GROUND WITH HIS BARE HANDS.

IT'S IMPOSSIBLE!

I HAVE GONE FAR ENOUGH! I SHOULD BE UNDER MY DESTINATION BY NOW! BUT THERE IS NO MANHOLE ABOVE ME -- NO OPENING!

BAH! I CANNOT DELAY! I'LL MAKE AN OPENING!
Minutes later, the police riot squad reaches the scene... 

There's no one here! Street's deserted! Then who put in that danger call?

I don't know how to explain it, but there's something weird happening in Central City. Those words in the sky... Those scattered reports of monsters walking the streets...

But what does it add up to, Chief? ...What?

What does it add up to, indeed? Perhaps if the police officers could witness still another scene in a local service station, they would find yet another clue— as will we!

Good! That's the way I like her!

There's only one thing in the world that interests me more than cars!

Yeah? What's that, Johnny?
Hey, Johnny... look!! In the sky!!
Those words! They're all comin' together! They're turnin' into a number! The number... four!

Johnny! That heat! Where's it comin' from? Wha--? What's happening to you?

Don't worry, pal!

You're turnin' into... gasp! a-- a human torch!

Remember me saying there was only one thing I care about more than cars?

Impossible? Incredible? Call it what you will, but the figure which had been Johnny Storm, scant seconds before, is now a careening human torch, flashing thru the skies above like a flaming meteor!

Well, this is it!!

Unless we're going mad-- it's something human!

Look! A blazing, burning comet!

No!! It's not a comet!! It's-- it's--

Johnny! That heat! Where's it comin' from? Wha--? What's happening to you?
Seconds later, the mayor of Central City issues an emergency order...

And before the hour is out, Washington has also taken immediate action!

Call the governor! Have him alert the National Guard!

Move, man!

Red dog to squadron leader... attack unknown flaming object over Central City...

Y-yes sir!

Flaming object? Huh! Someone must have flipped his lid! Of all the wild goose chases.

Hey! Wait! What's that?

It is a flaming flying object! Let's get it, guys!

No! No! Stay back! Keep away!

Why won't they listen?

I warned them! I tried not to burn their planes, but they came too close!

At least they all parachuted to safety!

That sound--in the distance! It looks like--

A hunter missile! It's zeroed in on me! It's attracted to my flame!

I can't escape it... it's too fast! It has a nuclear warhead... if it explodes, I'm a goner!
Suddenly, the Human Torch's flame begins to diminish, and, as the missile is about to strike him, two impossibly long arms reach above the rooftops, and...

Moving with dazzling speed, one of the incredible arms hurls the mighty missile far from shore, where it explodes harmlessly over the sea!

But, as the flying boys flame flickers out altogether, he begins to plummet toward Earth... toward a certain doom!

Grab me, Johnny boy!! That's it!!

Who is this unbelievable stranger who has saved the Human Torch?

You're safe now, lad! You're safe!

In fact, who are all four of these strange and astonishing humans? How did they become what they are? What mystic quirk of fate brought them together, to form the awe-inspiring group known as The Fantastic Four?

You all heeded my summons!! Good!! There is a task that awaits us... a fearful task!
But there is time enough to learn of the task which faces the fantastic four! First, let us discover more about their origin—let us go back to that momentous day when Ben Grimm confronted Dr. Reed Richards...

Ben, we've got to take that chance... unless we want the commies to beat us to it!

I-- I never thought that you would be a coward!

A coward! Nobody calls me a coward! Get the ship! I'll fly her no matter what happens!!

And so, led by a determined Dr. Reed Richards, the little group sped toward the spaceport on the outskirts of town!

Susan, Ben and I know what we're doing... but you-- and Johnny...

Don't say it, Reed! I'm your fiancée! Where you go, I go!

And I'm taggin' along with sis-- so it's settled!

No time to wait for official clearance! Conditions are right tonight! Let's go!

Before the guard can stop them, the mighty ship which Reed Richards had spent years constructing is soaring into the heavens... towards outer space!

She's behaving like a baby! Everything is perfect!

Yeah, except the cosmic rays! No one knows what they'll do...
Higher and higher, like a silver bullet, roars the sleek space craft... We had to do it! We had to be the first! But we're reaching the cosmic storm area... Hang on!

RAK TAC TAC TAC TAC

Hear that?? It's the cosmic rays!! I--I warned you about 'em!!

They're penetrating the ship!! Our shielding isn't strong enough.

But I don't feel anything!

Naturally! They're only rays of light! You can't feel 'em--but they'll affect you just the same!

My head!! It--It's pounding as though it's about to burst!! Ben was right!! We should have waited... should have gotten heavier shielding!

Johnny! What is it? What's happening to you?

I don't know, sis! My body feels hot--like it's on fire!! I--I feel like I'm burning up!!

Johnny!! Listen to me...

...somebody else take the controls... I can't handle the ship any more! My arms are heavy--too heavy--can't move--too heavy--got to lie down--can't move!!

Ben!
At that moment, the powerful ship's automatic pilot took over, and managed to return the sleek rocket safely to Earth, in a rough, but non-fatal landing!

I--I'm grateful we're all alive!! It was mighty close!

But, Reed... we failed!! After all your work... your dedication... we failed!!

Bah! What'd you expect?

But we're still not completely safe! We still have to see whether the cosmic rays affected us in any way!

Susan! Look at Susan!!

What's wrong?

Oh, Reed... I feel so strange!

You're gasping fading away!!

Oh, no!! No!!

It's impossible!

Somehow the cosmic rays have altered your atomic structure... making you grow invincible!

Sis! I can't see you at all any more!

How... how long will it last?

There's no way of knowing!!

Wha--what if she never gets visible again?!

Look!! I'm myself again! It happened so suddenly... all by itself!!

I see her!!
BEN, STOP! WAIT!!
LOOK WHAT'S HAPPENING TO YOU!
YOU'RE--CHANGING!

DON'T TRY TO TALK YOUR WAY OUT OF IT, MISTER! I'M GONNA MOP UP THE PLACE WITH YOU!

RUN, REED DARLING!
HE'S TURNED INTO A--A--SOME SORT OF A THING! HE'S STRONG AS AN OX!!

"REED DARLING"!!
BAH! HOW CAN YOU CARE FOR THAT WEAKLING WHEN I'M HERE?!

I'LL PROVE TO YOU THAT YOU LOVE THE WRONG MAN, SUSAN! I'LL--HEY! WHAT--??!

NO, YOU DON'T!!

YOU'VE HAD THIS COMING TO YOU FOR A LONG TIME, BEN!

OH, REED... REED... NOT YOU, TOO!! NOT YOU, TOO!!

WHAT AM I DOING? WHAT HAPPENED TO ME?? TO ALL OF US??

THANK HEAVENS!! YOU'RE ALL RIGHT, MY DARLING!
ALL RIGHT, EH? HOW DO YOU KNOW, WISE GUYS? HOW DO YOU KNOW SHE WON'T TURN INVISIBLE AGAIN? HOW DO YOU KNOW WHAT ITLL HAPPEN TO THE REST OF US?

BEN, I'M SICK AND TIRED OF YOUR INSULTS... OF YOUR COMPLAINTING! I DIDN'T PURPOSELY CAUSE OUR FLIGHT TO FAIL!

AND I'M SICK OF YOU... PERIOD! IN FACT, I'M GONNA PASTE YOU RIGHT IN THAT SMUG FACE OF YOURS!
YOU'VE TURNED INTO MONSTERS... BOTH OF YOU!! IT'S THOSE RAYS! THOSE TERRIBLE COSMIC RAYS!

NOW I KNOW WHY I'VE BEEN FEELING SO WARM! LOOK AT ME!! THEY'VE AFFECTED ME, TOO! WHEN I GET EXCITED I CAN FEEL MY BODY BEGIN TO BLAZE!

I'M LIGHTER THAN AIR!! I CAN FLY!! LOOK... I CAN FLY!!

MINUTES LATER, JOHNNY STORM'S FLAME SUBLINDED AND HE LANDED NEAR THE OTHER THREE! SILENTLY THEY WATCHED THE SMALL FIRE HE HAD STARTED IN THE UNDERBRUSH BURN ITSELF OUT!! SILENTLY THEY WERE EACH OCCUPIED WITH THEIR OWN STARTLING THOUGHTS!

WE'VE CHANGED!! ALL OF US! WE'RE MORE THAN JUST HUMAN!

LISTEN TO ME, ALL OF YOU! THAT MEANS YOU TOO, BEN! TOGETHER WE HAVE MORE POWER THAN ANY HUMANS HAVE EVER POSSESSED!

YOU DON'T HAVE TO MAKE A SPEECH, BIG SHOT! WE UNDERSTAND! WE'VE GOTTA USE THAT POWER TO HELP MANKIND, RIGHT?

RIGHT, BEN, RIGHT!

I'M CALLING MYSELF THE HUMAN TORCH-- AND I'M WITH YOU ALL THE WAY!!

SAME GOES FOR ME... THE INVISIBLE GIRL!

I AIN'T BEN ANYMORE-- I'M WHAT SUSAN CALLED ME -- THE THING!!

AND I'LL CALL MYSELF... MISTER FANTASTIC!!

AND SO WAS BORN "THE FANTASTIC FOUR!! AND FROM THAT MOMENT ON, THE WORLD WOULD NEVER AGAIN BE THE SAME!!

THERE'S ONLY ONE STILL MISSING... BEN!!
AND NOW, HAVING MET OUR FOUR AMAZING CHARACTERS, LET US RESUME OUR TALE...

I CALLED YOU TOGETHER BECAUSE I HAVE SOME PICTURES TO SHOW YOU!

LOOK! ALL OF YOU! THIS USED TO BE AN ATOMIC PLANT BEHIND THE IRON CURTAIN!

Wow! What happened to it?
THE SAME THING THAT HAPPENED TO THE OTHER ATOMIC PLANTS ON THOSE PHOTOS!

AND THIS IS IN SOUTH AMERICA!

WAIT! ACCORDING TO THE STEADY IMPULSES ON MY RADAR MACHINE, ANOTHER CAVE-IN IS ABOUT TO TAKE PLACE!!

AND, EVEN AS REED RICHARDS SPEAKS, HALF-WAY AROUND THE WORLD, IN FRENCH AFRICA, THE FOLLOWING SCENE IS TAKING PLACE...

I DO NOT KNOW! IT SOUNDS INSANE, BUT THE SAND BENEATH MY FEET SEEMS TO BE THROBBING!

...ALMOST AS IF SOMETHING IS MOVING BELOW US! ALMOST AS IF... LISTEN! DON'T YOU FEEL IT??

WHAT IS WRONG, PIERRE?

IT IS AN EARTHQUAKE! BUT HERE IN THE DESERT?? IMPOSSIBLE!!

IMPOSSIBLE OR NOT, PIERRE ALMOST FELL TO HIS DOOM!

WAIT!! THE GROUND IS TREMBLING AGAIN!! WHAT CAN IT BE??

SACRE BLEU!! THE EARTH IS GOING MAD!!

ROOO000M!
THE ENTIRE INSTALLATION!! IT-- IT IS CAVING IN!

RRROOMM

BUT THE WORST IS YET TO COME!! FOR, LESS THAN THIRTY SECONDS LATER...

IN THE NAME OF HEAVEN!!

WHAT IS THAT?

WHAT INDEED?? IT IS A GIGANTIC PAIR OF CLAWS, THE LIKE OF WHICH HAVE NEVER BEEN SEEN ON EARTH, OR ON ANY PLANET IN THE UNIVERSE!! IT IS UNBELIEVABLE... MIND STAGGERING... BUT REAL!

ARTILLERY!! BRING THE ARTILLERY!! HURRY! HURRY!

ARTILLERY! OF WHAT USE IS ARTILLERY AGAINST A CREATURE WHOSE Hide IS POWERFUL ENOUGH TO DIG ITS WAY UP THRU COUTLESS TONS OF ROCK-HARD EARTH??

ARTILLERY! OF WHAT USE IS ARTILLERY AGAINST A MONSTER WHO CAN CRUSH A HEAVY TANK WITH ONE HAND??

BUT, JUST AS IT SEEMS THAT NOTHING IN THE WORLD WILL HALT THE NIGHTMARE MENACE, THE SHRIK! SOUND OF A COMMANDING VOICE IS HEARD... AND THE GOLIATH STOPS IN ITS TRACKS!

ENOUGH! RETURN TO EARTH'S CORE! OUR MISSION HERE IS FINISHED! GO!!

FOR EVEN SUCH A MONSTER HEEDS ITS MASTER!! A MASTER KNOWN AS...

THE MOLEMAN!!
But we shall return to the moleman before long. First, let us turn our attention back to the fantastic four, as they gaze in astonishment at Dr. Reed Richards’ super-sensitive radarscope...

That’s what we’ve got to find out!

By studying the cave-ins carefully, I’ve pin-pointed an island located exactly between them. That is where we will find our answer! It is known as Monster Isle!

And find out they do! Hours later, aboard their small, private jet, the fantastic four see a strange mountain rising from the sea, like an unearthly grotesque face!! They have found... Monster Isle!

Little dreaming what awaits them, they climb to the top of the forbidding peak...

Hold it!! I hear something!!

Look!! Those eyes...

Suddenly, a living three-headed nightmare hurls itself at them from over the edge of the peak of monster isle!
SEEING ONE OF ITS INTENDED VICTIMS VANISH BEFORE ITS EYES, THE MONSTER HALTS... BEWILDERED!!

QUICK, SUE! TURN INVISIBLE!

THERE'S JUST TIME FOR ME TO BECOME MR. FANTASTIC AGAIN. I'LL MAKE A HUGE LASSO OUT OF MY ARM!

GOT 'IM!!

I HAD HEARD THERE WAS A GIANT THREE-HEADED CREATURE GUARDING THIS ISLE... BUT HE SHALL GUARD IT NO LONGER!!

BUT BEFORE MR. FANTASTIC AND THE HUMAN TORCH CAN CATCH THEIR BREATH...

LOOK OUT!!

IT'S A CAVE-IN!

HOLD ON, JOHNNY! HOLD ON!

GULP! LUCKY SUE AND BEN WEREN'T WITH US AT THE EDGE!
Finally, the amazing duo float down to the bottom of the pit...

It's pitch dark! What sort of place can it be?

Reed! I feel something!

It's a trap door in the wall!

It's moving!

That light! Where did it come from?

It's blinding! I can't see!

I'm blacking out!

It might be minutes, or hours later, when the two men regain their senses only to find themselves garbed in strange, adhesive-type suits which protect them from the blinding, unearthly glow.

My head!!

The light--it actually caused us to lose consciousness! But how did we get into these suits?

So, you have recovered, have you? It is about time!!

Who--who are you? I can't see...

And where are we?

The reason you cannot see is... You are blinded by the glare from--the valley of diamonds!!

--And as for me--I am the moleman!!
THE MOLEMAN'S SECRET!

Before we witness the breath-taking conclusion of our amazing tale, let us gather together all the loose ends! Let us return to the two members of the Fantastic Four who did not fall below during the cave-in...

Reed... and Johnny... got to find them!!

Wait! That noise--behind me!! What??

But other ears also hear the menacing sounds... and other eyes behold the frightening sight...

The eyes of... The Thing!!

Duck, Sue! Out of the way! Let me handle 'im!
THE SECOND GIANTIC GUARDIAN OF MONSTER ISLE IS POWERFUL BEYOND BELIEF... BUT HE IS FIGHTING AN ENEMY WHOSE EVERY ATOM HAS BEEN CHARGED WITH COSMIC RAYS... AN ENEMY WHO CAN'T BE STOPPED!

YOU'VE DONE IT, BEN! YOU'VE BEATEN HIM!

WHAT DID YOU EXPECT??

I'M THE THING, AIN'T I??

NOW LET'S GO AND FIND THAT SKINNY, LOUD-MOUTHED BOY-FRIEND OF YOURS!

OH, BEN--IF ONLY YOU COULD STOP HATING REED FOR WHAT HAPPENED TO YOU!

AND WHAT OF REED RICHARDS? AND SUE'S BROTHER, JOHNNY? WE AGAIN DESCEND TO THE DEPTHS OF MONSTER ISLE WHERE WE FIND THEM CONFRONTED BY THE STRANGEST MENACE OF ALL TIME... THE MOLEMAN.

SO, YOU HAVE NEVER BEFORE HEARD OF THE MOLEMAN, EH? WELL, SOON THE WORLD SHALL HEAR OF ME!!

FOR SOON, THE MOLEMAN WILL HAVE THE ENTIRE WORLD IN HIS POWER!

HOW DID YOU GET HERE? WHAT IS THIS PLACE?
“IT ALL STARTED LONG AGO!! BECAUSE THE PEOPLE OF THE SURFACE WORLD MOCKED ME!!”

“WHAT? ME GO OUT WITH YOU? DON’T MAKE ME LAUGH!”

“I KNOW YOU’RE QUALIFIED, BUT YOU CAN’T WORK HERE! YOU’D SCARE OUR OTHER EMPLOYEES AWAY!”

“HEY, IS THAT YOUR FACE, OR ARE YOU WEARIN’ A MASK? HAW HAW!”

“FINALLY, I COULD STAND IT NO LONGER! I DECIDED TO STRIKE OUT ALONE... TO SEARCH FOR A NEW WORLD... THE LEGENDARY LAND AT THE CENTER OF THE EARTH! A WORLD WHERE I COULD BE KING! MY TRAVELS TOOK ME ALL OVER THE GLOBE...”

“EVEN THIS LONELINESS IS BETTER THAN THE CRUELTY OF MY FELLOW MEN!”

“AND THEN, JUST WHEN I HAD ALMOST ABANDONED HOPE... WHEN MY LITTLE SKIFF HAD BEEN WASHED ASHORE HERE ON MONSTER ISLE, I FOUND IT!”

“THAT STRANGE CAVERN! WHERE CAN IT LEAD TO?”

“I SOON SAW WHERE IT LED... IT LED TO THE LAND OF MY DREAMS...”

“DOWN THERE... BELOW-- I’VE FOUND IT!! IT’S EARTH’S CENTER!”

“But in the dread silence of that huge cavern, the sudden shock of my loud outcry caused a violent avalanche, and...”

“...when it was over, I had somehow miraculously survived the fall. But, due to the impact of the crash, I had lost most of my sight! Yes, I had found the Center of Earth—but I was stranded here... like a human mole!!”
That was to be the last of my misfortunes! My luck began to turn in my favor! I mastered the creatures down here—made them do my bidding—and with their help, I carved out an underground empire.

A note of madness creeps into the mole's voice as he speaks of his power! And then, he makes his first fatal mistake...

I conquered everything about me! I even learned to sense things in the dark—like a mole! Here, I'll show you! Try to strike me with that pole! Try it, I say!!

Hah! I sensed that blow coming! Nothing can take me by surprise! And, I have developed other senses too, like those of the bat—

I possess a natural radar sense... a warning system which enables me to evade whatever danger strikes at me.

Compared to the mole-man, you are slow... clumsy!! Hah hah!!

See how easily I defeat you... or any others who try to defy me!

Now, before I slay you all, behold my master plan! See this map of my underground empire! Each tunnel leads to a major city! As soon as I have wrecked every tunnel, every source of earthly power, my mighty mole creatures will attack and destroy everything that lives above the surface!

And now, at my signal, those creatures of darkness, my denizens of earth's center, shall dispose of all of you witless intruders!

We'll see about that, mole!!

The thing!!
TOO LATE, FOOL! THE DIE IS CAST! THERE'S NO TURNING BACK!!

THING!! LOOK OUT... BEHIND YOU!

BONG! BONG!

HEARING THE MOLE'S SIGNAL, THE LARGEST AND MOST DEADLY OF HIS UNDERGROUND CREATURES PONDEROUSLY RAISES ITSELF INTO THE ROOM... ITS BRAINLESS RAGE DIRECTED AT THE FOUR ASTONISHED HUMANS!

AND THEN, THE FANTASTIC FOUR FLY INTO BLAZING ACTION...

LOOK OUT, REED! I'M GONNA BURN MY WAY OUTTA THIS MONKEY SUIT!

GOOD BOY, TORCH!

STAND ASIDE, GANG! IT'S GONNA GET MIGHTY WARM AROUND HERE!

BACK AND FORTH, BUZZING AROUND THE MONSTER'S HEAD LIKE A HORNET, FLIES THE HUMAN TORCH, AS THE GIGANTIC CREATURE VAINLY TRIES TO GRASP HIS FIERY FOE!

REED! THE MOLE-MAN! HE'S ESCAPING!

NOT IF I CAN HELP IT, SUE!

AND HELP IT I CAN!
Moving like a well-oiled fighting machine, the Fantastic Four, with the deadly moleman in their grasp, race for the surface... but then their evil antagonist seizes the signal cord again, and...

Hurry, Reed... Hurry!

Can't you even hold on to one little guy?

And then they come... like figments of a mad nightmare... roaring, running, snarling... the moleman's entire army of underground gargoyles!!

But they hadn't counted on the unbelievable power of the human torch! Flying between his fantastic allies and the pursuing horde, he blazes a fiery swath which melts the soft earth...

This will cause a rockslide, sealing us off from those creatures!

But where is the moleman? I left him behind—he'll never trouble anyone again!

Moments later...

And the words of Mr. Fantastic are indeed prophetic... as, seconds later...

He's destroyed the entire isle! He's sealed himself below—forever!

It's best that way! There was no place for him in our world... perhaps he'll find peace down there... I hope so!

I just hope we have seen the last of him!

We did it... we're free!! And the entrance to the moleman's empire is sealed forever!

But, whether we've seen the last of the moleman or not, we will see much more of the most amazing quartet in history in the next great issue of-- the Fantastic Four!! Don't miss it!!

The End